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Data Validation Scheme Using Meaningless
Reversible Degradation and NFC

Kevin S. Araujo and Max E. Vizcarra Melgar

Abstract— This paper presents a novel data validation system
using meaningless reversible degradation and the Near-Field
Communication (NFC) protocol. The NFC protocol is widely used
as data exchange channel due to its technical properties, such
as data transfer rate and transmission reliability. The proposed
scheme exploits reversible degradation properties, using the sys-
tematic Berlekamp Reed-Solomon error correction algorithm and
the NFC on three error correction levels: Low (∼= 5%), Medium
(∼= 15%), and High (∼= 25%). This new mechanism allows
encoding data on a meaningless file, which can be posteriorly
retrieved using an authorized NFC card. Thus, to retrieve and
validate the file, the part that receives the corrupted file, and
the authorizing part, must be physically near to allow decoding
the file. Once the authorizing part removes the NFC card, the
decoded file becomes meaningless again and is closed.

Keywords— Near-Field Communication, Reversible Degrada-
tion, Reed-Solomon, Data Validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Near-Field Communication (NFC) is a standard-based radio
frequency (RF) channel communication architecture that can
be embedded into several devices, such as mobiles cellphones,
laptops, tablets, and NFC card readers [1]. Its main function
allows to exchange data between devices in a proximity up
to 10cm [2] using the 13.56 MHz frequency [3], [4], [5] with
maximum data transfer rate of 424 kbit/s and low bandwidth
[4], [6]. NFC technology was proposed over a decade, but
it became popular when it was incorporated into payment
systems, Internet of Things (IoT), information security, and
Industry 4.0 [1], [3], [7], [8], [9].

One of the working modes of the NFC technology is using
proximity cards [2]. These card are used as anti-collision
identification tokens on an NFC reader Proximity Coupling
Device (PCD). The PCD is a reader hardware that emits
an electromagnetic field. This field powers a tag/transmitter
by inductivity. The cards can be used as authentication and
item validation on information security architectures. Figure 1
shows an example of an NFC reader and cards.

Reversible degradation is a method for perceptive nature
multimedia content files data exchange, such as audio, images,
and video files [10]. The process consists on degrading a
digital file in such a way that it becomes partially deterio-
rated, but it can still be distinguished by a third party. The
sender becomes able to release the file for validation without
the risk of deliver an unpaid valuable file. By making the
degradation process reversible, the receiver gets a degraded
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Fig. 1. NFC reader and cards.

version, validates it, and negotiates a key for recovering the
original full-quality item. On the original definition, reversible
degradation is applied on meaningful digital files, which are
recognized by the user.

Reversible degradation implementation is performed using
an Error Correction Code (ECC). An ECC corrects errors in
data transmission over unreliable or noisy channels. ECCs
have been widely studied as base for cryptographic algorithms
[11], [12].

We introduce the concept of Meaningless Reversible Degra-
dation, which consists on generate redundancy data from
an ECC and purposely corrupt the original data to turns it
meaningless to the receiver part. The corrupted information
becomes meaningful when corrected by the EEC using pre-
vious generated redundancy data. Thus, the redundancy data
works as a recover key for the original file.

By introducing data validation into the critical path of data
exchange, protocol designers can deploy authorized exchange-
based information applications for generic files. The ECC
used in this work for meaningless reversible degradation is
a systematic Berlekamp Reed-Solomon [13]. This ECC algo-
rithm is very popular, being frequently used in 2D-Barcodes,
satellite communications, and optical recording systems, like
CD, DVD, and Bluy-Ray [14], [15], [16].

Nowadays, NFC security standards define data exchange
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format and security protocols. It is expressly stipulated in the
NFC security standard that a key agreement is required for
communications between users [2]. NFC security parameters
were deeply researched. Haselsteiner and Breitfu [17] explore
different threats, for man-in-the-middle attack, data corruption,
and data modification on NFC interactions. Mulliner [18]
analyzes NFC vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can easily
be exploited for spoofing of the tag content.

In this paper we propose a two-channel data validation
scheme using meaningless reversible degradation. The first
channel uses a generic internet connection, which transmits
a meaningless degraded file. The other channel validates an
identification number to download the Reed-Solomon redun-
dancy bytes. This identification number is stored into an NFC
card.

This paper is divided as follows. In Section II, we describe
the data validation scheme using NFC cards, an NFC reader,
and Reed-Solomon error correction algorithm. In Section III,
we show the results of the proposed system. Finally, in Section
IV we present our conclusions.

II. MEANINGLESS REVERSIBLE DEGRADATION DATA
VALIDATION SCHEME

Information security includes safety, two-way authentication
of the sender and receiver. Confidentiality and integrity are
the most important information security parameters for data
exchange. Particularly, the authentication goal is to ensure the
correct identity of entities operating on an NFC transaction.

The proposed data validation scheme is designed to encode
any file to a meaningless file, which might be considered as
a corrupted file due to degradation. The encoding process
consists on purposely degrade some bytes from the original
file. These corrupted bytes might be corrected, if and only if,
an authorized NFC card is detected by the system.

The corrected file is degraded again if the authorized NFC
card is removed from the NFC reader. Thus, the secret file is
displayed only when an authorized part is present to allow its
visualization.

The authorized NFC card must be physically present on the
NFC reader to show the secret file. This feature makes the
proposed system a hardware based data validation method.

A. Coding Process

To avoid NFC cards data collision, a SHA-256 hash public
file is created from the NFC card Unique Identifier (UID)
number [2]. This ID works as storage address for further
redundancy retrieval. The Berlekamp Reed-Solomon (RS)
error correction algorithm computes the meaningless reversible
degradation coding process. A redundancy file is generated
from the original file. The coding algorithm is performed every
k bytes from the original file. A RS decoder can correct up
to t symbols that contains errors in a codeword. Equation 1
shows how t is determined.

t = (n− k)/2, (1)

where n is the maximum symbol quantity of the RS codeword,
which is in a 28 Galois Field. We use a 8-bits length on each

Hash

RS Encoder

RedundancyDegraded

Original

Fig. 2. Meaningless reversible degradation coding process.

symbol for a suitable byte manipulation on any file. Thus,
n = 28 − 1 = 255 in the proposed work.

The k bytes are the Reed-Solomon data input to generate
the redundancy bytes [13]. Equation 2 shows the generated
RS(n,k) symbols.

RS(n, k) = [I1 · · · Ik RS1 · · ·RSn−k], (2)

where Ik is the kth information symbol and RSn−k is the last
redundancy symbol.

The primitive polynomial used in the generation of redun-
dancy bytes is shown in Equation 3.

p(D) = D8 +D4 +D3 +D2 + 1. (3)

After encoding the k bytes on the RS encoder, the re-
dundancy file is generated and composed by the n − k
redundancy bytes. To complete the coding process, from every
n bytes of the original file, n− k pseudo-randomly bytes are
changed to other pseudo-random byte value, which performs
the corruption in the original file. This process is repeated
every k bytes on the original file. The remainder bytes of
the file are not considered. The encoding algorithm is shown
below. Here, the NFC UID number is represented as UID, the
original file as File, the Redundancy file as Red, the Reed-
Solomon encoding algorithm as RSEnc, and the Degraded file
as Deg.

FILE-ENCODING(UID,F ile)

1 StoredHash = SHA256(UID)
2 Red = ∅
3 Deg = ∅
4 for i = 1 : i = i+ k to File. length
5 Red = Red || RSEnc(File[i : i+ k])
6 for i = 1 : i = i+ k to File. length
7 Deg = Deg || Corrupt(File[i : k])
8 return (StoredHash, Red,Deg)

After performing the coding process, the hash, degraded,
and redundancy files are public elements. On the other hand,
the registered NFC card becomes the private key to allow the
original file retrieval. Figure 2 shows the coding process.
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Fig. 3. Meaningless reversible degradation decoding process.

B. Decoding Process

Once the coding process is completed, the retrieving process
is started when a receiver part gets the public files and the
recover software. The authorized part holds a valid NFC card,
which is essential to recover the original file. An NFC card
is superimposed on the NFC reader and the SHA-256 hash
algorithm is computed over the NFC card UID. An authorized
part allows to show a secret file if the hash data matches any
stored hash file. Then, the retrieving process begins.

The retrieving process consists on the following steps:
1) Get the degraded and redundancy files as input.
2) For each k bytes on the degraded file, get n − k bytes

from the redundancy file.
3) For each iteration on the previous step, compute the

Berlekamp-Massey RS(n, k) error correction and correct
the k bytes.

4) For each iteration on the previous step, store and con-
catenate the k bytes on the Retrieved file.

5) Repeat steps 2), 3), and 4) until the end of the file.
6) Show the secret file. Figure 3 illustrates the decoding

process.
Once the decoding process finishes, a retrieved file is

generated. The decoding algorithm is shown below. Here,
the Retrieved file is represented as Ret, the Reed-Solomon
decoding algorithm as RSDec, and a counter as Cont.

FILE-DECODING(UID, StoredHash, Deg,Red)

1 HashFile = SHA256(UID)
2 Ret = ∅
3 Cont = 1
4 if HashFile = = StoredHash

5 for i = 0 : i = i+ k to Deg. length
6 Ret = Ret || RSDec(Deg[i : i+ k], Red[Cont : Cont+ n− k])
7 Cont = Cont+ n− k
8 return (Ret)

The decoding process depends on the presence of the
authorized NFC card. This factor turns the proposed system on

TABLE I
PROPOSED SYSTEM RS PARAMETERS.

ECC Level Berlekamp RS Parameters
k n− k t

Low (∼= 5%) 229 26 13
Medium (∼= 15%) 177 78 39
High (∼= 25%) 125 130 65

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Example of (a) NFC reader with an NFC card and (b) NFC reader
without an NFC card.

a data validation method that requires a hardware component
(NFC card) to allow data visualization.

The retrieved file is identical to the original file. The
retrieved file is available to the third part, if and only if, the
authorized NFC card is superimposed on the NFC reader. If the
authorized part removes the NFC card from the NFC reader,
the retrieved file is encoded and becomes a meaningless file
again.

III. RESULTS

The proposed data validation system was implemented on
Java language program and works on 3 different meaningless
reversible degradation levels: low, medium, and high. The low,
medium, and high levels degrades the original file on 5%,
15%, and 25%, respectively. Table I shows the RS parameters:
information bytes, redundancy bytes, and error correction
capacity bytes for each level. For each ECC level, all t possible
bytes are ramdonly corrupted as shown in Section II.

We tested the prototype on several popular file formats,
such as .pdf, .docx, .pptx, .xlxs, .exe, .jpg, .mp3, .mp4, .txt,
etc. All degraded files were identified as corrupted and could
not be opened by the Windows operational system due to the
corrupted bytes.

Figure 4 shows the NFC reader with an (a) authorized NFC
card and (b) without and NFC card. The NFC card must
be superimposed on the NFC reader for the encoding and
retrieving process. On the other hand, when the NFC reader
detects that the NFC card was removed, the software encodes
the secret file and turns it meaningless again.

We also measured the encoding and decoding time for 3
different file sizes. Table II shows this result. The short elapsed
time for encoding and decoding shows that this prototype can
be implemented on commercial applications for confidential
data validation and share, such as Automatic Teller Machine
(ATM) banking, intellectual property data temporal sharing,
etc . Figures 5 (a) and (b) show the software encoding and
decoding steps.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Software (a) encoding and (b) decoding report.

TABLE II
ENCODING AND DECODING ELAPSED TIME.

File Size ECC Level Coding Time Decoding Time

3 MB
Low 2.75s 1.19s

Medium 3.09s 4.09s
High 3.86s 9.29s

4 MB
Low 3.40s 1.75s

Medium 3.88s 5.44s
High 4.60s 12.03s

5 MB
Low 4.31s 1.88s

Medium 4.55s 6.40s
High 5.50s 14.72s

The encoding process is performed one time for each file.
The decoding process runs while the NFC card is superim-
posed on the NFC reader, allowing to retrieve and show the
secret file. When the NFC card is removed from the NFC
reader on the decoding process, the system encodes the file
and erase the secret file.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel meaningless reversible
degradation method for file validation. This method explores
the Reed-Solomon reversible degradation capacity and the
NFC architecture. A SHA-256 hash function is computed from
a secret file and stored to be the data validation key. Then, the
RS redundancy data is generated and stored and the secret file
is partially corrupted until the RS error correction capacity,
on three different levels: Low (∼= 5%), Medium (∼= 15%), and
High (∼= 25%). The output of the coding process is the valid
NFC card, the hash file, the degraded file, and the redundancy
file.

A valid NFC card is superimposed on the NFC reader to
retrieve the file, this mechanism allows to begin the decoding
process for data retrieving. Once a valid NFC card is read, the
degraded file and the redundancy file are taken as input for the
RS decoder. A retrieved file is generated, this file is exactly
the same than the original file. The retrieved file is available, if
and only if, the NFC card is superimposed on the NFC reader.
If the NFC card is removed, the secret file is encoded again
and the file becomes meaningless.

The advantage of this propose is that the secret file is de-
coded, if and only if, an authorized NFC card is superimposed
on the NFC reader. Thus, an authorized part must be physically
close to the NFC reader to superimpose the card on the NFC
reader. The proposed system was implemented on the Java
language program and computes the encoding and decoding
process in few seconds, which turns this method on a feasible
commercial system.
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